E.L.A. Crossword Puzzle

Across
2. The main idea or message of the story
5. When the Narrator is part of the story
6. Type of third person when the narrator doesn’t reveal any of the character’s thoughts or feelings
9. When characters speak
11. The central character or group of characters battles against traditions, institutions, or laws
13. Your actors in the story
16. The central character faces opposition from another person or group of people
18. When the Narrator uses you or your in the story
19. The central character is challenged by forces that are not of this world
20. The series of events, or structure, of the story

Down
1. The central character struggles with or against the forces of technology
3. Type of third person when the narrator only tells the thoughts and feelings on one character
4. The perspective from which the story is told
7. The central Character faces an internal struggle
8. When the narrator isn’t involved in the story
10. The central character struggles against animals, the elements, or other natural forces
12. Where the story takes place
14. A problem that the character main character or characters face
15. Type of third person when the narrator is all knowing
17. When the narrator speaks